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1 Introduction

Most serious asymmetric cryptosystems proposed in the last couple of years

have been provided with a proof of security (which may or may not use the

random oracle model or the generic group model) and no serious attacks have

been found against these algorithms in the mathematical setting. This has led to

an increase in the use of side-channel attacks. A side-channel is a method with

which an attacker might gain more information about a cryptosystem via the

practical substantiation of the theoretical model. Popular side-channels include

timing analysis, power analysis, electro-magnetic radiation analysis and error

message attacks.

We will consider only the models that allow side-channel attacks, not the

practical means in which they might be implemented. For example we recognize

that power analysis is a very powerful tool in the arsenal of the attacker however

we will consider the ways in which power analysis might be used (such as in

Hamming weight attacks, see section 3) but not power analysis directly.

2 Error message attacks

An error message attack is an attack in which information about the message or

the secret key is leaked from the details of the reasons why a decryption opera-

tion failed. It is generally considered good practice to obscure this information

as much as possible.
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An error message attack was shown to exist against RSA-OAEP by Manger

[4]. Although RSA-OAEP is no longer a NESSIE candidate we will use this as

an example.

RSA-OAEP can fail either because the result of the RSA decryption is not in

the correct format (particularly it doesn’t start with a zero octet) or because the

integrity check fails. The attack demonstrated that if these two possible failures

can be separated then it is possible to launch a message recovery attack. The

paper also gave a list of possible methods that an attacker might use in order

to seperate the two failure conditions. These included:

• Different error messages. This can either be intentional or made in error.

Unintentionally different error messages may be the result of misspellings

or punctuation differences.

• Logs. A system log could register information about the process that

enables an attacker to tell the difference between the two types of failures.

• Other error conditions. An attacker might be able to introduce a condition

that causes the algorithm to report a fault or warning between the two

failure conditions, thus leaking information on whether the first condition

has been successfully completed.

• Initialisations. It has been implied by Shoup [] that it might be possible

to tell when variables are initialised and if these occur between failure

conditions then we an attacker can tell if the first condition has been

successfully completed.

• Timing. If the time taken to complete the whole task is sufficiently longer

than the time taken to merely complete the first failure condition then

it will be possible to tell the difference between error conditions. This is

especially important when user-specified labels are used and the attacker

can insert arbitrarily long strings into the decryption process.

2.1 EPOC-2

An attack was proposed by Dent [3] that recovers the secret key. The EPOC-2

cipher uses arithmetic modulo n = p2q where p and q are k-bit primes and

the decryption of the encryption of a message m that lies between 2k−1 and 2k
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will fail for different reasons if m ≤ p or m > p. Given that one can tell the

difference between these two failure conditions one can reconstruct p from an

adaptive binary search.

2.2 KEM based schemes

For an error message attack to be mountable there must exist more than one

sensitive point in the decryption operation at which the protocol asserts that

the ciphertext is invalid. If the protocol is a KEM then any failure in the

decapsulation process could lead to an error message attack (providing the DEM

has an associated MAC).

2.3 RSA-KEM

RSA-KEM does not can not take any input that leads to the assertion that the

ciphertext is invalid. Hence it is impossible to launch an error message based

attack on RSA-KEM.

2.3.1 ECIES-KEM and PSEC-KEM

Both PSEC-KEM and ECIES-KEM do have failure conditions during their de-

capsulation processes but in both cases these are comparisons of a possible raw

key to a single value. (In ECIES this is a comparison to a fixed value and in

PSEC-KEM it is a comparison to another calculated value). We therefore con-

sider it unlikely that either system is vulnerable to an error message attack but

note that ECIES-KEM is even less likely then PSEC-KEM to be attacked in

this manner.

2.3.2 ACE-KEM

There is no known error message attack on ACE-KEM. However there exists

some small scope for such an attack within the decapsulation process (acknowl-

edged by Shoup in [7]). The decapsulation process checks equality of two seper-

ate equation and it is technically possible that if an attacker could decide which

equation had caused decapsulation to fail then they might be able to derive

some information about some key. It seems unlikely that a theoretical attack

can be mounted in this way or, if such a theoretical attack could be found, that

this would lead to a practical attack.
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Furthermore there is still the possibility if an attacker could tell the difference

between an aborted decryption due to KEM failure or DEM failure then they

might be able to recover some information about a key/message. Since the KEM

failure conditions are based on equality checks we conclude, as above, that it

is unlike that the system is vulnerable to this kind of attack. However unlikely

though, ACE-KEM remains the KEM system that is most susceptible to error

message attacks.

2.4 ECIES

For all sensible implementation of ECIES the algorithm has the same strengths

and weaknesses as ECIES-KEM. Therefore we consider it unlikely that an error

message attack exists on ECIES.

3 Hamming weight attacks

A paper by Klima and Rosa [6] claims that there is experimental evidence

showing that it is possible to extract information about the Hamming weight

of certain bit strings during XOR operations. The authors claim this could be

achieved by power analysis or electromagnetic analysis.

The original paper uses this technique to derive a message recovery attack

against RSA-OAEP. Although RSA-OAEP is no longer a NESSIE candidate we

will consider the attack and how it may be applied to other cryptosystems.

This attack is of particular interest because the preferred hash function of all

of the NESSIE asymmetric encryption primitives, SHA-1, uses several XOR op-

erations. SHA-1 is most often used in key derivation functions (KDFs) or mask

generation functions (MGFs). The attack is also unusual because the attacker

need only has access to the side-channel - it is not necessary for the attacker

have access to a decryption oracle and indeed a decryption oracle wouldn’t help

the attack as most of the ciphertexts would be invalid.

We describe how the attack works on KDF1 [7] (also known as MGF1) using

the hash function SHA-1. Suppose that the hash function has an output length

hLen and that a key of length is kLen is to be derived from a seed x. Let

k = dkLen/hLene and let I2OS(α, l) be the function that converts the integer

α into the l byte representation of α. The output of the KDF is the first kLen
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bytes of the string

Hash(x||I2OS(0, 4)) || . . . || Hash(x||I2OS(k − 1, 4)).

We suppose, for simplicity, that the KDF only makes one hash function call

(i.e. kLen ≤ hLen).

In this case the hash function takes the seed x||I2OS(0, 4) and pads it until

its bit-length is a multiple of 512. To do this it appends a single 1-bit and then

as many 0-bits as are required to make its length a multiple of 512 less 64 bits

(i.e. 448 bits). These final 64-bits to be appended are the length of the seed.

This bit string is then split it 16 32-bit blocks: W15W14 . . . W0.

So if we assume that the length of the seed was a whole number of 32-bit

words then the last block would have the following format:

• the last two words contain the length of the seed (a known quantity),

• then there is a known number of zero octets (the bulk of the SHA-1

padding). Note that there might not be any octets of this form,

• the word would be the word corresponding to the number 231 (the start

of the padding),

• the next word would be all zeroes (the four bytes of zeroes added by the

first round of the KDF),

• the rest of the words would correspond to the seed x.

The hash function then expands these 16 32-bit words into 80 32-bit words using

the following relation

Wj = (Wj−3 ⊕Wj−8 ⊕Wj−14 ⊕Wj−16) << 1

where “<< 1” denotes a binary left shift of one bit. We attempt to extract

some information about the seed x from these XOR operations. Suppose that

the seed has had to be padded in such a way that W2 = W3 = . . . W6 = 0,

W7 = 231 and W8 = 0 then

W16 = (W13 ⊕W8 ⊕W2 ⊕W0) << 1

and so we may extract the Hamming weight of W13 from this as the Hamming

weights of all the other words are known quantities.
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The actually attack on RSA-OAEP uses the homomorphic properties of the

RSA encryption protocol to find the Hamming weight of a single bit and the fact

that all the bits in an RSA encryption are hard-core [] to recover the message.

3.1 RSA-KEM

The original attack against RSA-OAEP [6] can be very simply applied to RSA-

KEM. If we assume that, as before, we can find the hamming weights of certain

words when the key derivation function then we may find the value of single

bits (with high probability). The RSA-KEM decryption function works in the

following way:

1. Take the ciphertext C and calculate the raw key Kraw = Cd mod n, where

d is the decryption key.

2. Calculate the key K = KDF (Kraw).

We start by finding the Hamming weight of certain words of Kraw. Next

we calculate C ′ = C · 2−e. If the least significant bit of C is 0 then the bit

representation of C ′ is equal to the bit representation of C shifted one bit to

the right. If the least significant bit of C is 1 then the bit representation of

C ′ is essentially unrelated to the bit representation of C. So we can find the

least significant bit of C by comparing the Hamming weights of the words of C

and C ′ and noting that if the least significant bit of is 0 then these Hamming

weights will differ by at most 1.

3.2 EPOC-2

EPOC-2 can be attacked in a similar way to RSA-KEM.

An EPOC-2 ciphertext is a pair (C1, C2) where C1 is an encipherment of a

random number under the Okamoto-Uchiyama cryptosystem [5] and C2 is an

encryption of a message under a symmetric encryption algorithm with a key

derived from the random number. The Okamoto-Uchiyama cryptosystem has

a number of special properties which we will exploit. It mainly uses arithmetic

modulo n = p2q where the factorization of n is part of the secret key. Tech-

nically the Okamoto-Uchiyama scheme works for any message R ∈ Zp and the

decryption of a ciphertext corresponding to the message R will be R (mod p).

However in order to keep the value of p secret we define the message space to
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be [1, 2k] where k is the largest integer such that 2k < p. Also, the Okamoto-

Uchiyama cryptosystem is homomorphic in the sense that if C1 is an encryption

of R then C 2
1 is an encryption of 2R.

A simplified (but for our purposes functionally equivalent) version of the

decryption process is as follows:

1. Decrypt C1 using the Okamoto-Uchiyama protocol to find out the raw key

R. If R is too large (i.e. R ≥ 2k) then return invalid.

2. Form a symmetric key by applying a Key Derivation Function to R.

3. Decrypt C2 using the key derived above to find the message m.

4. Check the integrity of the ciphertext by re-encrypting the random number

R using m and comparing it to C1. If the ciphertext passes the integrity

check then return m else return invalid.

We will attack the key derivation function used in step 2 above. The key

derivation function specified is KDF1, as in RSA-OAEP above, therefore we

can assume that find the Hamming weights of certain 32-bit words as they are

processed.

Firstly we let the process decrypt the target ciphertext (C1, C2) and observe

the Hamming weights of some of the 32-bit words of R.

Next we ask the process to decrypt the ciphertext (C 2
1 , C2). If the most

significant bit of R is 0 then the decryption will continue until the ciphertext,

with overwhelming probability, fails the integrity check in step 4. Furthermore

each of the Hamming weights we observe in step 2 will differ from those weights

found when decrypting the original ciphertext by at most a value of one. How-

ever if the most significant bit of (C 2
1 , C2) is 1 then either the decrypted value

of 2R will be too large (in which case we will observe that the Key Derivation

Function is not used) or a value of 2R− p will be decrypted and the Hamming

weights of the 32-bit words will, with high probability, differ from the Hamming

weights of the original ciphertext by a value greater than one. Hence we can

determine the most significant bit of R.

Furthermore we may now modify C1 so that the corresponding R has a

most significant bit equal to zero and then use the above attack again on C 2
1

to determine the second most significant bit of R. It may even be possible to

make the process more efficient. If the most significant bit is zero then the
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Hamming weights of the 32-bit words differ by at most one between the two

decryptions. If, for a particular 32-bit word Wi, the Hamming weight drops by

one between the two decryptions then we must have that the most significant

bit of Wi was 1 and the most significant bit of Wi−1 was 0. Similarly, if the

Hamming weight increases by one then the most significant bit of Wi was 0 and

the most significant bit of Wi−1 was 1. If the Hamming weight doesn’t change

then the most significant bit of Wi was equal to the most significant bit of Wi−1.

Once we have completely found R we may recover the message m by applying

the Key Derivation Function to R to find the key to the symmetric encryption

process. The security reduction for EPOC-2 shows that recovering a specifically

chosen R is enough to derive the secret key.

3.3 Diffie-Hellman based primitives

Although one can obtain some small information about the hamming weights

of certain 32-bit words, this technique doesn’t seem to be exploitable against

the primitives based on Diffie-Hellman protocols (such as ECIES, ECIES-KEM,

PSEC-KEM and ACE-KEM) due to their lack of homomorphic properties.

3.4 Weaknesses in the attack model

The most naive method of defeating this type attack is to ensure that the seed

passed to the hash function is of a length for which there is never an unknown

32-bit word that is XORed only to other known words.

4 Fault Attacks

A fault attack is an attack in which the attacker takes advantage of erroneous

computations. Here we make the assumption that the attacker is able to change

a bit of the secret key used to decrypt or to sign messages, but she is not able to

choose which one. The idea is to use this to recover the original value of that bit.

We can imagine two attack models: either the bit is flipped, or it is set to 0 (e.g.,

erasing the key). We will only consider the first case, since it is straightforward

to apply the attack to the second one. The attack technique is to find the new

public key PK ′ corresponding to the new secret key SK ′, because the relation

between PK and PK ′ will give information about the change from SK to SK ′.
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So, the attacker must be able to check if some PK ′ is the value of the public

key corresponding to some unknown value SK ′.

4.1 RSA-KEM

Kĺıma and Rosa propose in [6] some side-channel attacks against RSA-KEM

based on the behaviour of the entire hybrid scheme H-PKEkem,dem (described

in [7]). The first attack consists of introducing faults in the private exponent d

to find out the value of this bit. For this attack, we use a receiver oracle that

uses RSA-KEM as its key encapsulation mechanism. It is important to note

that there must be an integrity check for the message M . Then, by sending

various ciphertexts to the receiver, and depending only on the integrity check

of the message, we can tell the value of the bit that has been modified. The

autors define a Confirmaton Oracle to formalize the communications with the

receiver oracle RO:

Confirmation Oracle RSA− COd,n(r, y)

1. K = KDF (r)

2. C0 = y

3. C1 = DEM.Encrypt(K, M)

4. C = C0 ‖C1

5. Send ciphertext C to receiver RO.

RO then continues:

(a) Compute K = KEM.Decrypt as follows:

i. Check if y = C0

ii. Compute r′ = yd mod n

iii. K ′ = KDF (r′)

(b) M ′ = DEM.Decrypt(K ′, C1)

(c) Ckeck the integrity of M ′

(d) If correct, RO answers “yes”, otherwise “no”.

6. The answer of RSA− CO is the answer of RO
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In their paper, Kĺıma and Rosa assume that the attacker is able to flip exactly

one bit of the secret key, and that she knows which bit has been modified. So,

suppose we can change the i-th bit of the secret key at step 5(a)ii, i.e., d is

turned into d′ = d±2i, depending on the original value di of the i-th bit. Then,

the decryption of a value y will give r′ = yd y±2i

mod n. As shown in the paper,

we can use the confirmation oracle in order to find out di. Let y = xe mod n

for some x, and r = xy2i

mod n. If RSA−COd′,n(r, y) answers “yes”, we know

that di=0, else, di = 1.

We can imagine that the attacker does not know the bit that has actually

been modified. Then, we still can find out its value, providing the modification

is irreversible or that we are able to reproduce the same fault. In a smart card,

one could introduce bit errors, applying external physical effects. For example,

one could progressively “burn” the EEPROM where the secret key is stored, or

try to reproduce the same bit error while the device reads the key. We just have

to send ciphertexts corresponding to all the possible places and values for the

bit: r = xy±2i

for i = 0, . . . , t− 1, where t is the bit size of d. We assume that

each bit of the secret key can be modified with probability 1/t. After k fault

introductions, the probability that every bit of d has been modified at least one

time is, at least, 1− t(1− 1/t)k. So, introducing t log 2t times one error, all bits

of d might be covered by faults with probability more than 1/2. For each fault

introduction, we have to perform O(t) modular multiplications and query the

confirmation oracle O(t) times to find out the place and value of the modified

bit. So, introducing irreversible or repeatable 1-bit faults in the secret exponent

d, having access to the confirmation oracle O(t2log 2t) times, and performing

O(t2log 2t) modular multiplications, we can recover this secret with probability

more than 1/2.

4.2 Discrete Logarithm Based Schemes

Now, we are going to extend the above attack to the various KEM used in

the hybrid schemes. We begin by describing the corresponding Confirmation

Oracles for these schemes.

The Confirmation Oracle can more generally be described as follows: let P
be the set of (public) parameters, PubKey the public key, and PrivKey the

secret key of the KEM part of the scheme. Auxilliary functions may be for

example hash functions or key derivation functions.
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Confirmation Oracle COP,PrivKey(PubKey)

1. Using the parameters P, PubKey and some auxilliary public functions,

generate a symmetric key K and a ciphertext C0.

2. Encrypt the message M : C1 = DEM.Encrypt(K,M).

3. Send the ciphertext C = C0 ‖C1 to the receiver oracle RO.

4. The receiver continues:

(a) Using C0, the parameters, auxilliary functions and PrivKey, com-

pute the symmetric key K ′.

(b) Decrypt the ciphertext C1 : M ′ = DEM.Decrypt(K ′, C1).

(c) Check the integrity of M ′.

(d) If correct, RO answers ”yes”, else it answers ”no”.

5. The answer of CO is the answer of RO.

For ECIES, ECIES-KEM, and PSEC-KEM, there is a simple relation be-

tween the public key H and the secret one x. Namely, the parameters contain

a group element G, and the keys are linked by the relation H = xG. For ACE-

KEM, there are 4 relations of this kind: we have 4 group elements (g2, c, d, h)

defined by g2 = wg1, c = xg1, d = yg1, h = zg1, where g1 is a public group

element, and (w, x, y, z) is the secret key.

4.2.1 ECIES-KEM

We will not describe the attack for ECIES, but note that ECIES use a MAC

scheme to check the integrity of the message. We will use the notations of [7] :

E , E ′, D are functions to encode/decode group elements into byte strings. The

public key consists of the point G, its prime order p, and the point H. The

secret key is an integer x ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}. In a valid keypair, we have H = xG.

Confirmation Oracle ECIES − COG,x(H)

1. Choose r ∈ {1 . . . p} at random

2. G̃ = r G

H̃ = rH
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3. C0 = E(G̃)

K = KDF (C0‖E ′(H̃))

4. C1 = DEM.Encrypt(K, M)

5. C = C0 ‖C1

6. Send the ciphertext C to the receiver oracle ECIES −RO.

ECIES −RO then continues :

(a) Parse the ciphertext C = C0 ‖C1

(b) Compute ECIES −KEM.Decrypt(x,C0) as follows

i. G̃′ = D(C0)

ii. H̃ ′ = xG̃′, if H̃ ′ = O, fail.

iii. K ′ = KDF (C0‖E ′(H̃ ′))

(c) M ′ = DEM.Decrypt(K ′, C1)

(d) Check the integrity of M ′.

(e) If correct, the answer is “yes”, otherwise the answer is “no”.

7. The answer is the answer of RO.

Fault in the Secret Key x. Let xn−1xn−2 . . . x1x0 be the binary represen-

tation of x. We assume that the attacker is able to change one bit of the secret

key x. Let x′ be the corrupted secret key. Assuming the i-th bit of x has been

changed, we have

• x′ = x + 2i if xi = 0

• x′ = x− 2i if xi = 1

So at step 6(b)ii of the confirmation oracle, the receiver oracle will compute

the value H̃ ′ = x′G̃ = xG̃±2iG̃ = r(H±2iG). Thus, we can use the confirmation

oracle ECIES−COG,x′ to find out the values of i and xi : the attacker uses the

confirmation oracle iteratively with the points Mi = H + 2iG and Ni = H−2iG,

for i = 0, . . . , t−1, where t is the bit size of x. If ECIES−COG,x′(r,Mi) answers

“yes” for some i, the attacker knows what bit of x has been swaped, and that the

original value of this bit xi was 0. Otherwise, ECIES −COG,x′(r,Ni) answers

“yes” for some i, and the attacker knows that xi = 1.
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4.2.2 PSEC-KEM

The public key consists of a point G, its prime order p, and the point H. The

secret key is the value x, a nonnegative integer. In a valid keypair, H = xG

holds.

Confirmation oracle PSEC − COx,G(H)

1. Choose s of specified lenght at random.

2. Compute t = KDF (s) = u ‖K as specified

and r = u mod p.

3. G̃ = rG

H̃ = rH

4. g̃ = E(G̃)

h̃ = E ′(H̃)

5. v = s⊕KDF (g̃ ‖ h̃)

6. C0 = g̃ ‖ v

7. C1 = DEM.Encrypt(K, M)

8. C = C0‖C1

9. Send the ciphertext C to the receiver oracle PSEC −RO

(a) Parse the ciphertext C = C0 ‖C1

(b) Compute PSEC −KEM.Decrypt(x, C0) as follows

i. Check lenght of C0.

ii. Parse C0 = g̃ ‖ v.

G̃ = D(g̃).

iii. Compute H̃ ′ = xG̃.

h̃′ = E ′(H̃ ′).

iv. s′ = v ⊕KDF (g̃′ ‖ h̃′).

v. t′ = KDF (s′).

vi. Parse t′ as t′ = u′ ‖K ′.

vii. r′ = u′ mod p.
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viii. Test if G̃ = r′G.

(c) M ′ = DEM.Decrypt(K ′, C1).

(d) Check the integrity of M ′.

(e) If correct, RO answers “yes”, otherwise it answers “no”.

10. The answer is the answer of RO.

Fault in the Secret Key x. Assume again that the attacker is able to swap

a bit of the secret key x. Let x′ be the faulty value. So x′ = x±2i, depending on

the original value of the bit, xi. In step 9(b)iii, the receiver oracle will compute

the value H̃ ′ = x′G̃ = xG̃ ± 2iG̃ = r(H ± 2iG). Using the confirmation oracle

PSEC − COx′,G with different values for the point H, the attacker can find

out the value of the bit that has been modified. Let Mi be the point H + 2iG,

for 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1. The attacker calls PSEC − COx′,G(Mi), and if the oracle

answers “yes” then she has found out which bit has been modified, and that its

value was xi = 0. Otherwise, she tries the oracle with the points Ni = H−2iG,

and in the same way, she will know that xi = 1.

Note that here, there is a test, at step 9(b)viii, that will fail if the public

key we use is not the good one, so we do not need the integrity check of the

message, but we need to know if this test fails or not. This can improve the

attack, since we do not need the symmetric decryption to be performed.

4.2.3 ACE-KEM

The public key consists of the group elements g1, g2, c, d, h.

The secret key is (w, x, y, z) where g2 = wg1, c = xg1, d = yg1, h = zg1.

Encryption Algorithm ACE −KEM.Encrypt

1. Choose r ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} at random.

2. Compute u1 = rg1,

u2 = rg2,

h̃ = rh.

3. α = Hash(U1 ‖U2)

4. r′ = αr mod p
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5. v = rc + r′d

6. C0 = U1 ‖U2 ‖V

K = KDF (U1 ‖ E ′(h̃))

Decryption Algorithm ACE −KEM.Decrypt

1. Parse C0

C0 = U1 ‖U2 ‖V

2. Compute α = Hash(U1 ‖U2).

3. t = x + yα mod p

4. Test if wu1 = u2

tu1 = v

If not, then fail.

5. h̃ = zu1

6. K = KDF (U1 ‖ E ′(h̃))

Fault in x. Assume that we can complement a bit of x during the decryption

operation, say the i-th bit xi. Let x′ be the corrupted value. Then, in step 3 of

the decryption algorithm, the receiver will compute the faulty value t′ = x′+yα

mod p. Thus we can try to find out which bit has been modified and its value.

The method to find the corresponding public key is the same.

We have

• x′ = x + 2i if xi = 0

• x′ = x− 2i if xi = 1

so, in step 3 of the decryption algorithm,

• t′ = x + 2i + yα mod p if xi = 0

• t′ = x− 2i + yα mod p if xi = 1

and thus at step 4

• t′u1 = r(c + 2ig1) + r′d if xi = 0

• t′u1 = r(c− 2ig1) + r′d if xi = 1
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Then, we just have to send ciphertexts to the reciver, replacing iteratively c

by the values c + 2ig1, c − 2ig1 for i ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}. When the decryption

algorithm does not fail, we have find out the place and the value of the modified

bit in x.

Fault in y. We complement one bit of the part y of the secret key. The

decryption algorithm will compute, at step 3, another faulty value t′.

• t′ = x + (y + 2i)α mod p if yi = 0

• t′ = x + (y − 2i)α mod p if yi = 1

and later

• t′u1 = rc + r′(d + 2ig1) if yi = 0

• t′u1 = rc + r′(d− 2ig1) if yi = 1

This time, the corresponding public key is obtained by adding or subtracting

to d the group element 2ig1. So, again, we compute the value v with these

different values of d, and send some ciphertext encrypted uisng these values to

the receiver oracle. When the decryption algorithm does not fail, we have found

out the place and value of modified bit in y.

Fault in z. We complement one bit of z, so that

• z′ = z + 2i if zi = 0

• z′ = z − 2i if zi = 1

Then at step 5 of the decryption algorithm, the element group computed by

the receiver will be h̃′ = zh ± 2ih, depending on the original value of the bit.

We can send ciphertexts computed with the values h + 2ig1 and h − 2ig1, for

i ∈ {0, . . . , tz−1}, where tz is the bit size of z. When the decryption terminates

normally, we will then know one bit of z.

Fault in w. When modifying w, the error while decrypting will occur at step

4, when computing wu1. So we will send ciphertexts that have been computed

with different values of u2, namely u2 = rg2 + 2irg1, and u2 = rg2 − 2irg1 for

i = 0, . . . , tw − 1. When we send a ciphertext computed with the value of u2

corresponding to the bit that has been modified, the test will not fail, giving us

the place and the value of the bit.
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4.3 EPOC-2

EPOC-2 does not appear to be vulnerable to fault analysis attacks.

4.4 Conclusion

For any of the previous schemes (except EPOC-2), let t be the total number of

bits of the secret key (for ACE, t = tx + ty + tz + tw). As we have seen with

RSA-KEM, we need to introduce t log 2t faults in the secret key to reach all

the bits with probability more than 1/2. So we need O(t2log t) communications

with the device, and we have to perform O(t2log t) modular multiplications, or

point additions, depending on the group used by the scheme.

5 Conclusion

We summarise the algorithms that admit a particular type of side-channel attack

in the following table.

Error message Hamming weight Fault

EPOC-2 ¥ ¥
RSA-KEM ¤ ¥
ACE-KEM ¥
PSEC-KEM ¥
ECIES-KEM ¥

¥=key recovery attack ¤=message recovery attack

Every scheme (except EPOC-2) is vulnerable to fault analysis attacks, thus

the defence against such an attack has to be an implementational issue. However

an application can avoid the problems of error message attacks and Hamming

weight attacks by choosing a discrete log based encryption system (such as

ACE-KEM, PSEC-KEM, ECIES-KEM or ECIES).
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